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Mercure Lyon Plaza République 

"Elegant Hotel At Decent Price"

Mercure Plaza République enjoys a pretty façade, which is typical of

Lyonais edifices from the past century. Although aesthetically sober, it,

nevertheless, possesses many attractions (take a look at the structure of

the windows and the admirable little sculptures, which adorn them). The

rooms are all tastefully decorated and exude an aura of comfort. You can

relax and sip on exotic drinks at their bar. This very comfortable place is

found on the edge of the Place de la République; so you will be right in the

middle of a lovely pedestrian zone, which is the most popular well as

busiest shopping area in the city.

 +33 4 7837 5050  all.accor.com/hotel/2951/i

ndex.en.shtml

 h2951@accor.com  5 Rue Stella, Lyon

 by Annie Spratt on Unsplash 

Mercure Grand Hotel Saxe

Lafayette 

"Comfort on a Budget"

Mercure Grand Hotel Saxe Lafayette is an impressive building, which you

can spot from a long way off, as it sits on the largest road in the business

district. The modern décor favors lighter tones and furniture, which

skilfully combine wood and synthetic materials. The rooms are

comfortable and make for a cozy stay. You can also host your business

events in one of the hotel's seven meeting rooms. The in-house restaurant

and bar cater to all your wining and dining needs. Smoking is prohibited

inside the hotel.

 +33 4 7261 9090  all.accor.com/hotel/2057/i

ndex.en.shtml

 h2057@accor.com  29 rue de Bonnel, Lyon

 by Jean Pierre Hentz   

Hôtel Foch 

"Near the Tete d'Or Park"

This hotel is in Lyon's most chic and relaxed arrondissement. The Hôtel

Foch is housed in one of the attractive old buildings that adorn this

excellent residential area. The décor is beautiful and warm, the rooms are

a good size, and the breakfast room is a joy for those who love fireplaces.

Its geographical situation means you will be close to the Tête d'Or Park

(140 hectares of nature) and the peninsula (if you cross a bridge). The

rooms are quaint and are decorated in pastel colors. Considering the small

number of rooms, you are advised to book early for the summer season.

 +33 4 7889 1401  www.hotel-foch.fr/fr  accueil@hotel-foch.fr  59 Avenue du Maréchal

Foch, Lyon
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